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All existing TERS geometries: illumination &
collection from bottom, from top or from side

High-performance AFM: Z noise down to 15 pm

Highest possible resolution optics is used
simultaneously with AFM: up to 1.45 NA for
Inverted, up to 0.7 NA for Upright, up to 0.7
NA for Side configurations

XYZ sample scanner: 100x100x10 µm

Exchangeable objectives with kinematic
mounts: precision <2 µm
Independent CL controlled scanning mirrors
for precise laser spot positioning & hot-spot
maintenance
Built-in optical periscope allows integration of
Spectra II with any commercial or
home-built confocal Raman spectrometer

Automated AFM laser, probe and photodiode
positioning and alignment
Simple exchange OBD registration system
operational wavelength (670, 830, 1300 nm)
Different techniques and TERS probes can be
used: STM, AFM cantilever, quartz tuning fork
in tapping and shear force modes
HybriD ModeTM is a superior technique for
cantilever-type TERS since it noticeably
increases the tip lifetime and makes possible
TERS imaging of soft, loose and fragile samples

Confocal Raman / Fluorescence / Rayleigh
imaging runs simultaneously with AFM

High efficiency 520 mm length spectrometer
with 4 motorized gratings

Diffraction limited spatial resolution: <200 nm
in XY, <500 nm in Z

Up to 5 lasers: from UV to IR range

Motorized confocal pinhole for optimal signal
and confocality
Continuously variable ND filter with the range
1-0.001 for precise change of laser power
Motorized beam expander/collimator: adjusts
diameter and collimation of the laser beam
individually for each laser and each objective
used
Full 3D (XYZ) confocal imaging with powerful
image analysis
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Spatial resolution: down to 1 nm

Wavelength changes in a single click
Excitation wavelength range: 405 -1050 nm
Spectral resolution: down to 0.007 nm (0.1 cm‑1)
4 different detectors can be installed: TE
cooled CCD/EMCCD cameras, APD, PMT &
FLIM detector
Low frequency Raman detection: less than
10 cm-1
Detection of all SNOM signals: laser intensity,
fluorescence intensity, spectroscopy
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